YOUR
DATA
SECURE
AT LAST
Security, compliance
and privacy through
sealed cloud technologies

Data storage
and transfer
are easy and
secure –
including
attachments
to e-mails.
Interfaces and APIs
enable smooth integration
into a company’s own
IT infrastructure.

Teamwork is significantly
simplified with messaging, chat
and collaboration features.

More than 1,200 companies around the world have already put their trust in
idgard®. This web service secures digital communication and collaboration with
partners and customers at the highest level, and simplifies them as well. With the
help of idgard®, data rooms for projects can be set up in no time. They turn file
sharing into an efficient and highly secure process. Users on the go have protected
access to their data via app or browser. No one else has access to them. The
internationally patented sealed cloud technology ensures this protection. It also
automates key management. Instead of getting bogged down in technical questions,
users can focus on their jobs. The following features make idgard® unique:

The simple and secure storage
and exchange of data online

Protected mobile access via
browser and app

Audit-proof data rooms for
company-wide projects

Certification in the highest
protection class for cloud
services (TCDP)

Efficient teamwork with
messaging, chat and
collaborations features

Compliant with the GDPR

idgard® is easy to use. Data rooms can be set
up within a matter of minutes. Colleagues can be
invited with a simple click. Guest licenses provide
access to external partners. This access can be
regulated using individually assigned authorizations.
Guests can also share files. People sometimes send
sensitive data by e-mail from force of habit, but

may violate company policy in the process. Thus, a
particularly good integration of secure alternatives
in Outlook is necessary. For idgard®, an Outlook
add-in has been developed. It can serve as an
optimal complement both locally on the client and
centrally in Office 365 Outlook.

YOUR BENEFITS
Intuitive usability and user friendliness thanks
to a familiar online storage interface
Working as usual thanks to a particularly
good integration into Office und Outlook
More efficiency thanks to easy set-up and scalability
of data rooms for projects
Protection of competitive advantages and no leaking data
thanks to highest security levels regarding data storage
and transfer
Specially useful for users bound by professional secrecy
(such as doctors, tax consultants, lawyers) thanks to
compliance with German criminal code
Privacy by design and TCDP certification make
idgard® compliant with the EU’s GDPR
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